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BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS

Buiscar manufactures quality cargo solutions for port terminals and industries. For ports and 
intermodal transport Buiscar offers skeletal trailers, MTS trailers and flexi trailers, roll trailers and 
goosenecks. For the industry, with activities related to e.g. construction, concrete, steel, windpower 
and generators, Buiscar manufactures drawbar trailers, roll trailers, goosenecks and self propelled 
trailers. Both our standard range, which may be customized by value adding options, and custom 
engineered solutions are well known in the market. 

Your Buiscar benefits
*  High quality: high quality steel, components and welding at reasonable price.
   Your benefit: a long life of the trailer, total cost of ownership is the lowest in the market. 
   High second hand value. 

*  Proven design and unique Buiscar tandem: the right combination of main beams, axles and   
   wheels manufactured according to strict dimensions.
   Your benefit: heavy duty, easy and safe transportation of your cargo during the full life time of the  
   trailer.
*  Low maintenance: the design is low maintenance.
   Your benefit: efficiënt operation and low downtime, necessary parts are at your place  
   within 24-48 hrs. 
*  Buiscar staff: professional and experienced in-house engineers, craftsmen and after sales 
   engineers.
   Your benefit: solutions that are based on more than 45 of years experience built up in a solid
   company. Buiscar Cargo Solutions is part of the Beco Group. 
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Buiscar multi trailer system (MTS)

The Buiscar multi trailer system (MTS) is a very efficient solution for cargo transportation. 
About 40 years ago Buiscar together with the Technical University of Delft developed the 
concept of the MTS train. The concept has been recently further innovated. Two up to five 
trailers are coupled behind each other to form a trailer trail pulled by a one terminal tractor. 

The principle of the MTS concept is the very accurate steering sytem which allows that every
trailer in the train follows approximately the same track as the terminal tractor. Due to this 
accuracy the systems is very reliable and can be applied at almost every port or terminal. 
Buiscar both offers a standard range, which may be customized by value adding options, 
and custom engineered trailer trains. 

Your benefits:  
- MTS system for different terminal lay-outs  
- Reduction of movements; also very efficient over longer distances  
- Reduction of delay time of cranes and other handling equipment  
- Significant reduction of total equipment investment and personell costs 
- Four configurations available

 

    MTS Drawbar train   
    Up to 5 trailers and 300t cargo transported per MTS train 
    MTS flexi train   
    Up to 3 trailers per MTS train  
    Advantage of using standard trucks for a 2 trailer train 
        Flexi trains are efficient at compact terminals
    MTS Double Stack train    
    Up to 10 empty 40ft containers per MTS train  
    Advantage of double stacked transportation  
    MTS Drawbar train, 4 axle lines  
    Up to 5 trailers and 300t cargo transported per MTS train  
    Advantage of reduced axle load for intermodal / inter-terminal transportation 

Features:
- The trailer trains have a very accurate mechanical steering mechanism. 
- All MTS trailers are available with frame configuration bumpcar or main beams wide.  
- The trailers are equipped with braking system.    
- Value adding options: automatic train tractor coupling, clamps, automatic twist locks, 
   air suspension.

Multi trailer system (MTS) accurate steering mechanism
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COUPLING

To connect the trailers a coupling 
device is mounted at the rear of 
the trailer. To connect the train with 
the terminal tractor an automatic 
coupling may be used. No manual 
intervention is necessary to make 
this connection.

TURNING RADIUS

Middle turning radius plus 11m with 
a trailer length of 40ft. For a basic 
circle the deviation of the turning 
cycle of the first and last trailer is 
approximately 30cm. Deviation 
depends on curve type, tyres, 
surface, speed, gradient and 
loading. Assessment of your 
terminal lay out results in the right 
configuration.

BRAKE SYSTEM
WITH ALR

Interprogressive brake system on 
the rear axle lines. The brake force 
of each trailer is measured and 
adapted individually by means of a 
load-sensing device. The front axle 
line is provided with this device for 
weight dependable braking. This 
unique feature prevents the wheels 
from slipping and ensures a longer 
life time of the tyres.

COST EFFICIENT

MTS trailer trains reduce invest-
ment in equipment and personnel 
costs. Costs decrease by 30% 
and more.

 ACCURATE STEERING

The front and rear axles are 
connected by means of a robust 
and heavy duty mechanical 
steering mechanism. This 
mechanism minimises clearances 
and provides precise steering.  

A trailer train consists of 2 up to 5 
trailers (MTS-2 to MTS-5). Every 
trailer is configured to transport 
60t, therefore up to 300t of cargo 
can be transported with one trailer 
train.

LOAD CAPACITY
UP TO 300T

smart designMTS drawbar train

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │MULTI TRAILER SYSTEM BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │MULTI TRAILER SYSTEM

651 432
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AXLES

Buiscar drawbar trailer single axle 
configuration with heavy duty 
fixture to the frame to ensure 
stable road contact. Axles for 
<36ton at 25km/h per axle line.

WELDING

Fully welded construction. Mixed 
gas welded (according to NEN-
EN 287 and ASME standards) to 
a sturdy construction. Tube cross 
beams are “full pen” welded to the 
main beams for adequate support 
of the container guides.

CONTAINER GUIDES

Front, rear and side guides are 
fully welded to the platform and 
composed from steel plates of 
10- and 15mm. The side guides 
have a rounded top which is 
clearly marked. The rear guide 
may be collapsible.

SURFACE TREATMENT

Buiscar surface treatment. 
Steelworks are shot blasted SA2.5 
and finished with a multi-layer 
epoxy coating of total 150mµ (dft.) 
Finish layer is in a plain standard 
RAL colour code to be chosen.    

PLATFORM MAIN AND 
CROSS BEAMS

Fabricated from hot rolled steel. 
Main beams c.t.c. ±1.700mm are 
made of steel S355. Three configu-
rations available, pictured is main 
beams wide. 
Length: 40-45ft, width: 2.450mm 
(or pallet wide).

Double mounted wheels with 
pneumatic tyres and heavy duty 
rims. Other tyre types optional.

WHEELS AND RIMS

frame and running gearMTS drawbar trailer 

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │MULTI TRAILER SYSTEMBUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │MULTI TRAILER SYSTEM

43 6521
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Ladders Bumper

Options

GUIDES

 LIGHTING

Side guide Front guide Rear guide Corner guide

Container positioning Collapsible twistlock Twistlocks Container stoppers

Rubber

CONTAINER POSITIONING LED tail lights LED side markers

Collapsible rear guide

 SAFETY

Platforms Ladders

INSPECTION

Nylon belts Aluminium bars

BRAKES

Electric system

 SUSPENSION 

Trailer suspension 

 ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Mudguards

Air system: hose coupling

LED flash lights

Solid tyres

Air system: Duomatic

Foamed tyres

Automatic coupling tractor and trailer train

AUTOMATIC COUPLING

Wooden deck Add-on log Add-on coil Add-on leakage bin

Adjusted platform size

FRAME

 YOUR BUISCAR 
CONFIGURATION:

ASK BUISCAR 
TEAM

ASSESMENT
OF YOUR

TERMINAL 
LAY OUT

COST EFFICIENT
TRANSPORTATION

SOLUTION

BUISCAR
SERVICE

ENGINEERS

BUISCAR 
SPARE PARTS

BUISCAR SERVICE
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BRAKES FOR SAFETY

Flexi trains are equipped with a 
brake system. Both the flexi trailer 
and the MTS drawbar 
trailer(s) have a braking system at 
the rear axle line. Optional is an 
interprogressive break system in 
combination with suspension. 

LOAD CAPACITY
UP TO 180T

A flexi train with two trailers 
(FLEX-2) transports 120t per MTS 
train and a flexi train with three 
trailers (FLEX-3) transports 180t 
per MTS train.

TRAILER FRAME

The flexi trailer and the MTS 
drawbar trailers are available in 
configuration bumpcar or main 
beams wide design. Pictured is 
configuration bumpcar.
For additional options see p. 10-11.

COSTS EFFICIENT

MTS flexi trains reduce investment 
in equipment and personell costs. 
Costs decrease with 30% and 
more.

FIFTH WEEL

In a flexi train the first trailer is a 
5th wheel skeletal trailer with a 
mechanically steered rear axle 
(MTS flexi trailer). The second and 
third trailer in the train are MTS 
drawbar trailers.

Advantage of the flexi train is 
that the train can be pulled with a 
standard terminal tractor (FLEX-2). 
Flexi trains are are a good solution 
for compact terminals. Assesment 
of your terminal layout will result in 
the right configuration.

TERMINAL TRACTOR

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │FLEXI TRAILERS BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │FLEXI TRAILERS

1 2 3 4 6

MTS flexi train

5

€
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COUNTERWEIGHT

To operate safely counterweights 
may be installed. Maximum 
allowed wind speed is 40 MPH.

SAFETY

For safety this system may be 
operated from the cabin truck with 
a control box. Electrical safety 
signals are given to indicate the 
position of the clamps. When the 
clamps are open(ing) for safety, 
the transmission of the truck is 
blocked and the parking brake is 
activated. 

FIXED FRAME CLAMPS

The second layer of containers 
may also be secured by fixed 
frame clamps. Pictured is a double 
stack trailer with length of 45ft.

COST EFFICIENT

Dedicated and efficient system to 
transport large quantities of empty 
containers. MTS double stack 
trains reduce investment in equip-
ment and personell costs. Costs 
decrease with 40% and more.

AUTOMATIC CLAMPS

The second layer of containers is 
secured by electric hydraulically 
operated clamps as mounted at 
the front and rear of the platform 
frame. The upper container(s) will 
be hold together by the clamps

All terminal container loading 
equipment may be used to load 
the double stack train, pictured 
are a container loader and a twin 
container loader (main image).

LOADING

1 2 3 4 5 6

MTS double stack train efficient transport of  empty containers

€
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AUTOMATIC
TWISTLOCKS

The containers are secured by 
air pressured operated twistlocks 
at the corners of the container 
position. For safety the system is 
operated from the tractor cabin by 
a control box. For additional 
options see p. 10-11.

AIR SUSPENSION

Each axle has an air suspension 
set mounted on a double ball-race 
turntable.

LOAD CAPACITY
UP TO 300T

A MTS train transports 300t per 
train. One trailer transports two 
20ft or one 40ft container.

COST EFFICIENT

Efficient system for transport over 
longer distances. MTS trains 
reduce investment in equipment 
and personnel costs. 

4 AXLE LINES

With 4 axle lines this MTS trailer 
has a reduced axle load necessary 
for inter-terminal / intermodal 
transportation legislation. Each 
trailer has 4 heavy duty axles with 
double mounted wheels.

For protection of the straddle 
carriers a guidance frame along 
the whole trailer platform in 
between the container carrier 
cross beams is included. At both 
ends of the trailer platform there 
are angled guiding plates to ease 
positioning. Other equipment may 
be used. 

LOADING

1 2 3 4 5 6

MTS drawbar train 4 axle lines

€
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 SKELETAL  TRAILERS

 SINGLE AXLE TRAILERS 

 TIPPING TRAILERS 

 ROLL TRAILERS

 MTS TRAILERS 

 INDUSTRIAL TRAILERS          SPARE PARTS

terminal and industrial trailersBuiscar overview
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